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1 Introduction

In this paper we compare two approaches to automated reasoning about metric
and topology in the framework of the logicMT introduced in [10].MT -formulas

are built from set variables p1, p2, . . . (for arbitrary subsets of a metric space)
using the Booleans ∧, ∨, →, and ¬, the distance operators ∃<a and ∃≤a, for
a ∈ Q>0, and the topological interior and closure operators I and C. Intended
models for this logic are of the form I = (∆, d, pI

1 , pI
2 , . . . ) where (∆, d) is a

metric space and pI
i ⊆ ∆. The extension ϕI ⊆ ∆ of an MT -formula ϕ in I

is de�ned inductively in the usual way, with I and C being interpreted as the
interior and closure operators induced by the metric, and (∃<aϕ)I = {x ∈ ∆ |
∃y ∈ ϕI d(x, y) < a}. In other words, (Iϕ)I is the interior of ϕI, (∃<aϕ)I is
the open a-neighbourhood of ϕI, and (∃≤aϕ)I is the closed one. A formula ϕ
is satis�able if there is a model I such that ϕI 6= ∅; ϕ is valid if ¬ϕ is not
satis�able.

InMT , one can represent various basic facts about metric and topology. For
example, the validity of ∃<ap → I∃<ap means that the open a-neighbourhood of
any set is open. The non-validity of C∃<ap → ∃≤ap means that there is a metric
space with a subset X such that the closure of the open a-neighbourhood of X
properly contains the closed a-neighbourhood of X. The logic MT as well as its
metric fragment MS without the topological operators have been suggested as
basic tools for reasoning about distances and similarity [9].

One obvious approach to automated reasoning with MT is to use the stan-
dard ε-de�nition of the topological interior

IX = {x ∈ X | ∃ε > 0 ∀y(d(x, y) < ε → y ∈ X}

and translate MT into a two-sorted �rst-order language, with one sort for the
real numbers and the other one for points of metric spaces. This approach allows
the use of interactive systems supporting a theory of real numbers, like HOL,
Isabelle, or PVS. However, it is unlikely to be a viable basis for e�cient automatic
reasoning about MT or MS, which is our focus.

The alternative approach we present here is based on the results obtained
in [10] which show that the intended metric models for MT can be (equiva-
lently) replaced by relational Kripke-style models where the distance operators



are interpreted (like in modal logic) by binary relations and the interior opera-
tor by a quasi-order. More precisely, suppose for simplicity that we are given an
MT -formula ϕ whose numerical parameters (in the operators ∃<a, ∃≤a) are all
natural numbers, and N is the maximal one. A relational ϕ-model is a structure

R = (W,R1, . . . , RN , S1, . . . , SN , R, pR
1 , pR

2 , . . . )

where, for 0 < a ≤ N , (i) Ra and Sa are re�exive and symmetric binary relations
on W 6= ∅, (ii) R is re�exive and transitive, (iii) R ⊆ Ra ⊆ Sa, (iv) Sa ⊆ Rb for
a < b, (v) xSaySbz implies xSa+bz whenever a + b ≤ N , (vi) xRaySbz implies
xRa+bz whenever a+b ≤ N , (vii) xSayRbz implies xRa+bz whenever a+b ≤ N ,
and (viii) xRayRz implies xRaz. The operator ∃<a is interpreted in R (in the
standard Kripke style) by means of Ra, ∃≤a by Sa, and I by R. Then, according
to [10], we have the following theorem: an MT -formula ϕ is satis�able in a

metric model i� it is satis�able in a relational ϕ-model.

2 Reasoning

The relational semantics above enables a variety of reasoning techniques to be
applied to the satis�ability and validity problem in MT . Here we focus on just
two: a tableau calculus, which forms the basis of our MetTeL system, and �rst-
order translation, which allows the use of a range of existing theorem provers.

2.1 Tableau calculus

In our tableau calculus we use a modi�ed version of the tableau rules for hybrid
logic (see e.g. [2]) with additional rules for the metric and topology operators
which follow the semantics described in Section 1. For example, we use the
standard tableau rules for modal logic S4 to capture the behaviour of the interior
operator plus the following rules expressing interaction between the topological
and metric operators (where i, j, and k are nominals):

@i∃<aj @jIk
@i∃<ak

@i¬∃<aj

@i¬Ij
@i¬∃<aϕ @iIj

@j¬ϕ

@i¬∃≤aϕ @iIj
@j¬ϕ

Note that nominals are not part of MT and only serve as a technical tool
in the calculus. The part of the tableau calculus related to metric operators
and nominals is actually equivalent to the labelled tableau algorithm in [9].
The MetTeL system implements this tableau calculus and provides a decision
procedure for MT . MetTeL is implemented in Java 1.5.

2.2 First-order translation

The intuition behind the �rst-order encoding is to use the standard relational
translation for modal logics [4] including a representation of the semantic con-
ditions (i)�(viii) presented in Section 1. For example, occurrences of ∃≤aϕ are
translated according to

πr(∃≤aϕ, x) = ∃y (Sa(x, y) ∧ πr(ϕ, y)),
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while conditions (i) and (v), for Sa, are represented by (1) ∀x (Sa(x, x)), (2)
∀x, y (Sa(x, y) → Sa(y, x)), and (3) ∀x, y, z (Sa(x, y) ∧ Sb(y, z) → Sc(x, z)), for
c = a + b ≤ N . Note that the number of formulae of the form (1) and (2)
which we need to include in the translation is linear in N , while for formulae
of the form (3) it is quadratic in N . Our implementation of the translation also
allows for the application of structural transformation and the application of
alternatives to the relational translation, e.g. the axiomatic translation, [6], but
in the following we restrict ourselves to the approach described above.

3 Comparisons

To establish whether the techniques presented in Section 2 provide viable means
for reasoning about metric formulae with topology operators, we have devised
a set of sample formulae, divided into the following groups of formulae (plus
the single formula metric-axioms given by the negated conjunction of all metric
axioms). (a) The formulae in the textbook group generalise the examples of
interaction between the topological and metric operators from Section 1. (b) Let
∀<aϕ = ¬∃<a¬ϕ. Then path-box-p.n and path-box-u.n are parametric series of
formulae of the shape

∀<1 · · · ∀<1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

p → ∀<np and ¬(∀<np → ∀<1 · · · ∀<1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

p),

respectively, with n = 4, 8, 12, 20, 24, 32, which test the general triangle inequal-
ity while we increase the nesting depth of ∀<1. (c) Groups symm-box-p.n and
symm-box-u.n are parametric series of formulae of the following shape:

p → ∀<n¬∀<1 · · · ∀<1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

¬p and ¬(p → ∀<1 · · · ∀<1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

¬∀<n¬p),

respectively, with n = 4, 8, 12, 20, 24, 32 which test the interaction of symmetry
and the general triangle inequality while we increase the nesting depth of ∀<1.

For the �rst-order translation approach we have used a range of state-of-
the-art �rst-order theorem provers, Darwin 1.1 [1], DCTP 1.31 [3], E 0.91 [7],
SPASS 2.2 [8], Vampire 7.0 [5]. While the last three are based on resolution cal-
culi, Darwin and DCTP are based on the model evolution and the disconnection
calculus, respectively. Each prover was executed on each sample formula with a
timelimit of 1000 CPU seconds. In the case of �rst-order translation, the time
required to perform the translation has been included. All tests were performed
on a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 PC with 1024MB main memory under RedHat Linux 9.
Figure 1 shows a summary of the results. Time is measured in user CPU sec-
onds. A `Timeout' entry indicates that the CPU timelimit was exceeded while a
`Fail' entry indicates that the reasoner failed before the timelimit was reached,
e.g. because it was running out of memory.

Concerning the four parametric series of formulae, we see that increasing
the parameter n increases the time required to solve a formula. The di�erence
between the various approaches and provers is the extent to which it does so.
Overall, DCTP on the relational translation performs best. The three resolution
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Sample problem Status MetTeL Darwin DCTP E SPASS Vampire

textbook.00 unsat 0.28 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.16
textbook.01 sat 0.22 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.13 0.16
textbook.02 unsat 6.63 5.16 0.16 2.34 26.68 33.42
textbook.03 sat 0.22 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.25
metric-axioms unsat 0.88 32.01 0.68 T/O T/O Fail
path-box-p.04 sat 0.29 0.10 0.14 0.16 0.12 0.17
path-box-p.08 sat 2.86 0.28 0.14 0.20 0.39 48.03
path-box-p.12 sat 17.54 1.11 0.20 0.35 5.74 T/O
path-box-p.20 sat 236.63 17.57 0.55 2.25 312.68 T/O
path-box-p.24 sat 633.02 47.23 0.99 7.59 T/O T/O
path-box-p.32 sat T/O 230.76 3.51 45.05 T/O T/O
path-box-u.04 unsat 0.43 0.15 0.14 0.18 0.13 0.16
path-box-u.08 unsat 2.34 0.20 0.14 1.42 0.23 0.16
path-box-u.12 unsat 14.61 0.92 0.23 14.49 1.85 0.43
path-box-u.20 unsat 194.87 14.14 0.92 977.59 73.53 3.42
path-box-u.24 unsat 575.69 35.54 1.39 T/O 273.85 9.87
path-box-u.32 unsat T/O 171.98 4.14 T/O T/O 408.76
symm-box-p.04 sat 0.15 0.32 0.13 1.32 0.27 0.36
symm-box-p.08 sat 0.18 104.66 0.17 T/O T/O T/O
symm-box-p.12 sat 0.19 T/O 0.19 T/O T/O T/O
symm-box-p.20 sat 0.22 Fail 0.56 T/O T/O T/O
symm-box-p.24 sat 0.20 Fail 1.04 T/O T/O T/O
symm-box-p.32 sat 0.23 Fail 3.50 T/O T/O T/O
symm-box-u.04 unsat 0.30 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.17
symm-box-u.08 unsat 2.30 0.26 0.17 1.89 0.23 0.18
symm-box-u.12 unsat 12.41 1.06 0.28 18.73 1.89 0.81
symm-box-u.20 unsat 191.92 16.36 1.24 996.37 73.66 4.62
symm-box-u.24 unsat 517.35 42.04 2.67 T/O 272.38 13.99
symm-box-u.32 unsat T/O 191.54 7.02 T/O T/O 480.36

Fig. 1. Performance of various provers on sample metric formulae

provers have more di�culty on satis�able formulae compared to all other provers,
but not uniformly so: on the path-box-p.n series, E performs better than the
tableau system MetTeL. On the other hand, MetTeL performs better than E on
the path-box-u.n and the symm-box-u.n series of unsatis�able formulae, which
might also be surprising. SPASS and Vampire seem roughly on par.
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